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(57) In one example, a method includes receiving au-
dio data generated by one or more microphones of a
computing device, the audio data representing a spoken
utterance; identifying, based on the audio data, a user
that provided the spoken utterance; identifying, based on
the audio data, an automation action associated with one
or more automation devices, the automation action cor-

responding to the spoken utterance; determining wheth-
er the identified user is authorized to cause performance
of the identified automation action; and responsive to de-
termining that the identified user is authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action, causing
the one or more automation devices to perform the iden-
tified automation action.
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Description

BACKGROUND

[0001] Some computing platforms may provide a user interface from which a user can chat, speak, or otherwise
communicate with a virtual, computational assistant (e.g., also referred to as "an intelligent assistant" or simply as an
"assistant") to cause the assistant to output useful information, respond to a user’s needs, or otherwise perform certain
operations to help the user complete a variety of real-world or virtual tasks. For instance, some assistants may trigger
automation devices to perform automation actions to satisfy user requests. Unfortunately, such assistants may fail to
distinguish between different users and may trigger performance of automation actions without regard for the identity of
the user that provided the request.

SUMMARY

[0002] In general, techniques of this disclosure may enable virtual, computational assistants (e.g., also referred to as
"intelligent assistants" or simply as "assistants"), to selectively cause automation devices to perform automation actions,
that satisfy a spoken or verbal user request, based on an identity and associated access rights (e.g., permissions,
authorizations, etc.) of the requesting user. For instance, a computing device may receive, with a microphone, acoustic
input (e.g., audio data) that corresponds to a user utterance. Based on the acoustic input, the computing device may
identify the user that provided the spoken utterance and identify an automation action to satisfy the utterance (e.g., using
speech recognition). If the user has access rights to cause performance of the identified automation action, the computing
device may initiate performance of the automation action (i.e., cause one or more automation devices to perform the
automation action). Similarly, if the user does not have access rights to cause performance of the identified automation
action, the computing device may refrain from initiating performance of the automation action. In this way, the assistant
may prevent users from triggering automation actions for-which they are not authorized. As such, the assistant may
improve the security of the spoken or verbal triggering of automation actions.
[0003] In one example, a method includes receiving audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing
device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; identifying, based on the audio data, a user that provided the
spoken utterance; identifying, by one or more processors and based on the audio data, an automation action associated
with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; determining, by the
one or more processors, whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation
action; and responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified auto-
mation action, causing, by the one or more processors, the one or more automation devices to perform the identified
automation action.
[0004] In another example, a computing system includes a communications module; at least one processor; and at
least one memory. In this example, the at least one memory comprises instructions that when executed, cause the at
least one processor to provide an assistant configured to: receive, via the communications module, audio data generated
by one or more microphones of a computing device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; obtain an identi-
fication of a user that provided the spoken utterance, the identification determined based on the audio data; identify,
based on the audio data, an automation action associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action
corresponding to the spoken utterance; determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the
identified automation action; and in response to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance
of the identified automation action, cause the one or more automation devices to perform the identified automation action.
[0005] In another example, a computer-readable storage medium stores instructions that, when executed, cause at
least one processor of a computing system to: receive audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing
device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; obtain an identification of a user that provided the spoken
utterance, the identification determined based on the audio data; identify, based on the audio data, an automation action
associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; determine
whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action; and in response to
determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action, cause the
one or more automation devices to perform the identified automation action.
[0006] In another example, a computing system or computing device comprises means for receiving audio data gen-
erated by one or more microphones of the computing device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; means
for identifying, based on the audio data, a user that provided the spoken utterance; means for identifying, based on the
audio data, an automation action associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding
to the spoken utterance; means for determining whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the
identified automation action; and means for causing, responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to
cause performance of the identified automation action, the one or more automation devices to perform the identified
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automation action.
[0007] The details of one or more examples are set forth in the accompanying drawings and the description below.
Other features, objects, and advantages of the disclosure will be apparent from the description and drawings, and from
the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0008]

FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an example system that executes an example virtual assistant, in accord-
ance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing device that is configured to execute an example virtual
assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating example operations performed by one or more processors executing an example
virtual assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing device that is configured to execute an example virtual
assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating example operations performed by one or more processors executing an example
virtual assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] FIG. 1 is a conceptual diagram illustrating an example system that executes an example virtual assistant, in
accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure. System 100 of FIG. 1 includes digital assistant system
160 in communication, via network 130, with automation devices 106A-106N (collectively, "automation devices 106"),
search server system 180 and computing device 110. Although system 100 is shown as being distributed amongst
assistant automation devices 106, digital assistant system 160, search server system 180, and computing device 110,
in other examples, the features and techniques attributed to system 100 may be performed internally, by local components
of computing device 110. Similarly, digital assistant system 160 may include certain components and perform various
techniques that are otherwise attributed in the below description to search server system 180 and/or computing device
110.
[0010] Network 130 represents any public or private communications network, for instance, cellular, Wi-Fi, and/or
other types of networks, for transmitting data between computing systems, servers, and computing devices. Digital
assistant system 160 may exchange data, via network 130, with computing device 110 to provide a virtual assistant
service that is accessible to computing device 110 when computing device 110 is connected to network 130. Digital
assistant system 160 may exchange data, via network 130, with search server system 180 to access a search service
provided by search server system 180. Computing device 110 may exchange data, via network 130, with search server
system 180 to access the search service provided by search server system 180.
[0011] Network 130 may include one or more network hubs, network switches, network routers, or any other network
equipment, that are operatively inter-coupled thereby providing for the exchange of information between systems 160
and 180 and computing device 110. Computing device 110, digital assistant system 160, and search server system 180
may transmit and receive data across network 130 using any suitable communication techniques. Computing device
110, digital assistant system 160, and search server system 180 may each be operatively coupled to network 130 using
respective network links. The links coupling computing device 110, digital assistant system 160, and search server
system 180 to network 130 may be Ethernet or other types of network connections and such connections may be wireless
and/or wired connections.
[0012] Digital assistant system 160 and search server system 180 represent any suitable remote computing systems,
such as one or more desktop computers, laptop computers, mainframes, servers, cloud computing systems, etc. capable
of sending and receiving information both to and from a network, such as network 130. Digital assistant system 160
hosts (or at least provides access to) a virtual assistant service. Search server system 180 hosts (or at least provides
access to) a search service. In some examples, digital assistant system 160 and search server system 180 represent
cloud computing systems that provide access to their respective services via a cloud.
[0013] Automation devices 106 represent any suitable automation devices, such as locks, lights, powered blinds or
other window coverings, garage door openers, lawn sprinklers, fans, smoke and/or carbon monoxide detectors, kitchen
appliances, speakers, thermostats or other climate control devices, security cameras, alarm systems, doorbells, chargers,
pet food dispensers, leak and/or flood sensors, energy monitoring devices, televisions or other audio/video devices,
powered mattresses, etc. capable of sending and receiving information both to and from a network, such as network
130. In some examples, automation devices 106 may be referred to as so called smart devices or internet-of-things
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(IoT) devices. In some examples, automation devices 106 may home automation devices in that automation devices
106 may be located in, on, or around a residence. However, in general, automation devices 106 may be located in, on,
or around any setting including commercial (e.g., retail, office, and the like), residential, industrial, governmental (e.g.,
airport, municipal, military, and the like), or other settings.
[0014] Each of automation devices 106 may be configured to perform one or more automation actions. As one example,
a door or window lock of automation devices 106 may be configured to perform a lock action that locks the door or
window and an unlock action that unlocks the door or window. As another example, a garage door opener of automation
devices 106 may be configured to perform an open action that opens a garage door in communication with the garage
door opener and a close action that closes the garage door in communication with the garage door opener. As another
example, a thermostat of automation devices 106 may be configured to perform a temperature adjustment action (e.g.,
to raise or lower the temperature set-point), a humidity adjustment action (e.g., to raise or lower the humidity set-point),
a fan activation action (e.g., to activate a fan of a heating ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) system), and/or a fan
deactivation action (e.g., to deactivate a fan of a HVAC system).
[0015] Automation devices 106 may perform automation actions in response to receiving requests from other devices,
such as computing device 110 or digital assistant system 160. For instance, a pet food dispenser of automation devices
106 may perform a dispense-food action in response to receiving a request from computing device 110 (e.g., via network
130) to perform the dispense-food action.
[0016] Computing device 110 represents one or more individual mobile or non-mobile computing devices. Examples
of computing device 110 include a mobile phone, a tablet computer, a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a server,
a mainframe, a set-top box, a television, a wearable device (e.g., a computerized watch, computerized eyewear, com-
puterized gloves, etc.), a home automation device or system (e.g., an intelligent thermostat or home assistant device),
a personal digital assistants (PDA), a gaming system, a media player, an e-book reader, a mobile television platform,
an automobile navigation or infotainment system, or any other type of mobile, non-mobile, wearable, and non-wearable
computing device configured to execute or access a virtual assistant and receive information via a network, such as
network 130.
[0017] Digital assistant system 160 and/or search server system 180 may communicate with computing device 110
via network 130 to give computing device 110 access the virtual assistant service provided by digital assistant system
160 and/or to provide computing device 110 access to the search service provided by search server system 180. In the
course of providing virtual assistant services, digital assistant system 160 may communicate with search server system
180 via network 130 to obtain search results for providing a user of the virtual assistant service information to complete
a task.
[0018] In the example of FIG. 1, digital assistant system 160 includes remote assistant module 122B and user infor-
mation data store 124B. Remote assistant module 122B may maintain user information data store 124B as part of a
virtual assistant service that digital assistant system 160 provides via network 130 (e.g., to computing device 110).
Computing device 110 includes user interface device (UID) 112, user interface (UI) module 120, local assistant module
122A, and user information data store 124A. Local assistant module 122A may maintain user information data store
124A as part of a virtual assistant service that executes locally at computing device 110. Remote assistant module 122B
and local assistant module 122A may be referred to collectively as assistant modules 122A and 122B. Local data store
124A and remote data store 124B may be referred to collectively as data stores 124A and 124B.
[0019] Modules 120, 122A, 122B, and 182 may perform operations described using software, hardware, firmware, or
a mixture of hardware, software, and firmware residing in and/or executing at one of computing device 110, digital
assistant system 160, or search server system 180. Computing device 110, digital assistant system 160, and search
server system 180 may execute modules 120, 122A, 122B, and 182 with multiple processors or multiple devices.
Computing device 110, digital assistant system 160, and search server system 180 may execute modules 120, 122A,
122B, and 182 as virtual machines executing on underlying hardware. Modules 120, 122A, 122B, and 182 may execute
as one or more services of an operating system or computing platform. Modules 120, 122A, 122B, and 182 may execute
as one or more executable programs at an application layer of a computing platform.
[0020] UID 112 of computing device 110 may function as an input and/or output device for computing device 110. UID
112 may be implemented using various technologies. For instance, UID 112 may function as an input device using
presence-sensitive input screens, such as resistive touchscreens, surface acoustic wave touchscreens, capacitive touch-
screens, projective capacitance touchscreens, pressure sensitive screens, acoustic pulse recognition touchscreens, or
another presence-sensitive display technology.
[0021] UID 112 may function as an input device using microphone technologies, infrared sensor technologies, or other
input device technology for use in receiving user input. For example, UID 112 may detect, using built-in microphone
technology, voice input that UI module 120 and/or local assistant module 122A processes for completing a task. As
another example, UID 112 may include a presence-sensitive display that may receive tactile input from a user of computing
device 110. UID 112 may receive indications of tactile input by detecting one or more gestures from a user (e.g., the
user touching or pointing to one or more locations of UID 112 with a finger or a stylus pen).
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[0022] UID 112 may function as output (e.g., display) device and present output to a user. UID 112 may function as
an output device using any one or more display devices, such as liquid crystal displays (LCD), dot matrix displays, light
emitting diode (LED) displays, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) displays, e-ink, or similar monochrome or color
displays capable of outputting visible information to a user of computing device 110. UID 112 may function as output
device using speaker technologies, haptic feedback technologies, or other output device technology for use in outputting
information to a user. UID 112 may present a user interface related to a virtual assistant provided by local assistant
module 122A and/or remote assistant module 122B. UID 112 may present a user interface related to other features of
computing platforms, operating systems, applications, and/or services executing at and/or accessible from computing
device 110 (e.g., e-mail, chat, online services, telephone, gaming, etc.).
[0023] UI module 120 may manage user interactions with UID 112 and other components of computing device 110
including interacting with digital assistant system 160 so as to provide assistant services via UID 112. UI module 120
may cause UID 112 to output a user interface as a user of computing device 110 views output and/or provides input at
UID 112. UI module 120 and UID 112 may receive one or more indications of input (e.g., voice input, gesture input, etc.)
from a user as the user interacts with the user interface, at different times and when the user and computing device 110
are at different locations. UI module 120 and UID 112 may interpret inputs detected at UID 112 and may relay information
about the inputs detected at UID 112 to local assistant module 122A and/or one or more other associated platforms,
operating systems, applications, and/or services executing at computing device 110, for example, to cause computing
device 110 to perform functions.
[0024] UI module 120 may receive information and instructions from one or more associated platforms, operating
systems, applications, and/or services executing at computing device 110 and/or one or more remote computing systems,
such as systems 160 and 180. In addition, UI module 120 may act as an intermediary between the one or more associated
platforms, operating systems, applications, and/or services executing at computing device 110, and various output
devices of computing device 110 (e.g., speakers, LED indicators, audio or haptic output device, etc.) to produce output
(e.g., a graphic, a flash of light, a sound, a haptic response, etc.) with computing device 110.
[0025] Search module 182 may execute a search for information determined to be relevant to a search query that
search module 182 automatically generates (e.g., based on contextual information associated with computing device
110) or that search module 182 receives from digital assistant system 160 or computing device 110 (e.g., as part of a
task that a virtual assistant is completing on behalf of a user of computing device 110). Search module 182 may conduct
an Internet search based on a search query to identify information (e.g., weather or traffic conditions, news, stock prices,
sports scores, user schedules, transportation schedules, retail prices, etc.) related to the search query from amongst
from a variety of information sources (e.g., either stored locally or remote to search server system 180). After executing
a search, search module 182 may output the information returned from the search (e.g., the search results) to digital
assistant system 160 or computing device 110.
[0026] Local assistant module 122A of computing device 110 and remote assistant module 122B of digital assistant
system 160 may each perform similar functions described herein for automatically executing an assistant that is configured
to obtain personal information associated with a user of a computing device during ongoing conversations between the
user and the assistant. Remote assistant module 122B and user information data store 124B represent server-side or
cloud implementations of an example virtual assistant whereas local assistant module 122A and user information data
store 124A represent a client-side or local implementation of the example virtual assistant.
[0027] Modules 122A and 122B (collectively, "assistant modules 122") may each include respective software agents
configured to execute as intelligent personal assistants that can perform tasks or services for an individual, such as a
user of computing device 110. Assistant modules 122 may perform these tasks or services based on user input (e.g.,
detected at UID 112), location awareness (e.g., based on context), and/or the ability to access other information (e.g.,
weather or traffic conditions, news, stock prices, sports scores, user schedules, transportation schedules, retail prices,
etc.) from a variety of information sources (e.g., either stored locally at computing device 110, digital assistant system
160, or obtained via the search service provided by search server system 180). Assistant modules 122 may perform
artificial intelligence and/or machine learning techniques to automatically identify and complete one or more tasks on
behalf of a user.
[0028] The respective assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may be configured to trigger or otherwise initiate
performance of automation actions in the course of executing operations to satisfy verbal or spoken requests of users
of computing device 110. For instance, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may receive, with one or more
microphones of computing device 110, acoustic input (e.g., audio data) that corresponds to an utterance a user of
computing device 110 requesting performance of a particular automation action (e.g., "unlock the front door"). The
assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may analyze the audio data to identify an automation action and associated
automation devices of automation devices 106 that corresponds to the spoken utterance. For instance, the assistant
provided by assistant modules 122 may utilize speech recognition to determine that the spoken utterance of "unlock the
front door" corresponds to an unlock action performed by a lock of automation devices 106 associated with a front door.
The assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may cause the identified automation devices of automation devices
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106 to perform the identified automation action. For instance, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may
output a request to perform an unlock action to the lock of automation devices 106 associated with the front door. In this
way, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may facilitate performance of automation actions to satisfy verbal
or spoken requests of users of computing device 110.
[0029] Computing device 110 may be utilized by multiple users (e.g., multiple different users may provide spoken
utterances to computing device 110). As one example, where computing device 110 is located in a residential setting,
computing device 110 may be utilized by family members, roommates, guests, etc. As another example, where computing
device 110 is located in a commercial or industrial setting, computing device 110 may be utilized by various managers,
workers, security guards, visitors, etc.
[0030] In some examples, it may not be desirable for every user of computing device 110 to be able to trigger every
available automation action. For instance, it may not be desirable for every user of computing device 110 to be able to
trigger an unlock action performed by a lock of automation devices 106 associated with a front door. On the other hand,
it may be desirable for every user of computing device 110 to be able to trigger a dimming action of a light of automation
devices 106.
[0031] In accordance with one or more techniques of this disclosure, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122
may selectively restrict performance of automation actions in response to a spoken utterance based on an identify of
the user that provided the spoken utterance (referred to below as the "requesting user"). In operation, the assistant
provided by assistant modules 122 may receive, with one or more microphones of computing device 110, acoustic input
(e.g., audio data) that corresponds to an utterance a user of computing device 110 requesting performance of a particular
automation action (e.g., "unlock the front door"). In some examples, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122
may receive the audio data that corresponds to the utterance based on a trigger phrase (e.g., "OK Computer," "Hey
Device," etc.) being recognized by computing device 110 from audio data generated by the one or more microphones
of computing device 110.
[0032] The assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may identify the requesting user. For instance, the assistant
provided by assistant modules 122 may perform speaker recognition by comparing the audio data with a voice prints of
one or more users configured to utilize computing device 110. As discussed in further detail below, the voice prints of
one or more users configured to utilize computing device 110 may be stored in user information store 124A and/or user
information store 124B. If the performance of speaker recognition yields a matching voice print, the assistant provided
by assistant modules 122 may determine that the requesting user is the user that corresponds to the matching voice
print. If the performance of speaker recognition does not yield a matching voice print, the assistant provided by assistant
modules 122 may determine that the requesting user is a guest user.
[0033] The assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may analyze, parse, or otherwise process the audio data to
identify an automation action and associated automation devices of automation devices 106 that correspond to the
spoken utterance. For instance, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may utilize speech recognition to
determine that the spoken utterance of "unlock the front door" corresponds to an unlock action performed by a lock of
automation devices 106 associated with a front door.
[0034] The assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may determine whether the identified user is authorized to
cause performance of the identified automation action. For instance, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122
may determine whether permission settings (authorization settings, access rights, or the like) indicate that the identified
user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action. As discussed in further detail below, the
permission settings may be stored in user information store 124A and/or user information store 124B.
[0035] Responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified auto-
mation action, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may cause the identified automation devices of automation
devices 106 to perform the identified automation action. For instance, responsive to determining that the identified user
is authorized to cause performance of the unlock action to the lock of automation devices 106 associated with the front
door, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may output a request to perform the unlock action to the lock of
automation devices 106 associated with the front door.
[0036] Responsive to determining that the identified user is not authorized to cause performance of the identified
automation action, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may not cause the identified automation devices of
automation devices 106 to perform the identified automation action. In some of such examples, the assistant provided
by assistant modules 122 may output an indication via UID 112 that the identified user is not authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action. For instance, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may
cause UID 112 to output audio data with a synthesized voice saying that the identified user is not authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action (e.g., "I’m sorry, you do not appear to be authorized to unlock the front
door"). In this way, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may facilitate performance of automation actions
to satisfy verbal or spoken requests of users of computing device 110 while also improving the security of system 100.
[0037] The respective assistant provided by remote assistant module 122B and local assistant module 122A may, in
the course of executing operations to support conversations with a user of computing device 110, automatically create,
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generate, or otherwise maintain personal records of information obtained during the conversations and store the personal
records as values that are specific to the user, in a structured and semantic fashion as user information data store 124B
and user information data store 124A, respectively. Data stores 124B and 124A may enable, respectively, the respective
assistant executed by remote assistant module 122B and local assistant module 122A to quickly access the personal
information (e.g., the values that are specific to the user) to complete a real-world task (e.g., an automation action), a
virtual task, or otherwise respond to immediate or future need of the user of computing device 110. For ease of description,
the techniques of this disclosure are described primarily from the perspective of being performed by local assistant
module 122A.
[0038] Assistant modules 122A and 122B may maintain user information data stores 124A and 124B as part of a
virtual assistant service that assistant modules 122A and 122B together, or separately, provide to computing device
110. The assistant(s) provided by assistant modules 122 may, in the course of executing operations to support a con-
versation with users of computing device 110, maintain personal records of the information being automatically culled
from the conversations and store the personal records in a structured and semantic fashion as user information data
store 124A and 124B. Data stores 124A and 124B may enable the assistant executed by assistant modules 122A and
122B to quickly access the personal information to complete a real-world task, a virtual task, or otherwise respond to
immediate and/or future needs of the user of computing device 110.
[0039] Assistant modules 122A and 122B may only retain personal records associated with a user of computing device
110 after first receiving explicit permission from the user to do-so. Thus, the user may have complete control over how
the assistant collects and uses information about the user, including the permission settings and automation action
usage history. For example, prior to retaining information associated with the users of computing device 110, assistant
modules 122A and 122B may cause UI module 120 to present a user interface via UID 112 that requests users to select
a box, click a button, state a voice input, or otherwise provide a specific input to the user interface that is interpreted by
assistant modules 122A and 122B as unambiguous, affirmative consent for assistant modules 122A and 122B to collect
and make use of the user’s personal information.
[0040] Assistant modules 122A and 122B may encrypt or otherwise treat the information being maintained as personal
records to remove the actual identity of the user before storing the personal information at data stores 124A and 124B.
For example, the information may be treated by assistant modules 122A and 122B so that any personally-identifiable
information is removed from the personal records of the user when stored at data stores 124A and 124B.
[0041] Assistant modules 122A and 122B may cause UI module 120 to present a user interface via UID 112 from
which the user of computing device 110, may modify or remove information from the personal records stored at data
stores 124A and 124B. For example, the user interface may provide areas at which the user of computing device 110
can provide input to communicate to assistant modules 122A and 122B a command to modify or remove specific pieces
of personal information. In this way, the user of computing device 110 may have complete control over the information
being retained by assistant modules 122A and 122B at data stores 124A and 124B.
[0042] Each entry in the personal records stored by data stores 124A and 124B may be associated with a predefined
schema that can be quickly traversed or parsed by assistant modules 122A and 122B to find the information assistant
modules 122A and 122B need at a current time for understanding user needs and for helping the user to complete a
task. Once personal information has been recorded as one or more values that are specific to a user, assistant modules
122A and 122B can quickly use information stored at data stores 124A and 124B to complete a task. If there is no
ongoing task, assistant modules 122A and 122B may provide the user with examples of how the assistant may use the
information to help the user in the future. The user may later provide input at UID 112 to command assistant modules
122A and 122B to forget or modify this information.
[0043] The values stored by data stores 124A and 124B may be textual values (e.g., names of persons, names of
places, other textual descriptors of entities), numerical values (e.g., age, height, weight, other physiological data, other
numerical information associated with entities), or pointers to values specific to a user (e.g., a location in memory to an
entity in a knowledge graph of a user, a location in memory to a contact in an address book, etc.). In other words, a
value specific to a user may take many forms and be specific to a field of a personal record that is defined by the recording
schema. The value may indicate the actual information that is specific to the user or may be a reference to a location
from which the information specific to the user can be retrieved.
[0044] After assistant modules 122A and 122B receives an indication of user input detected by UID 112 that indicates
the user consents to providing assistant modules 122A and 122B with personal information about the user (e.g., the
user’s voice print), assistant modules 122A and 122B may receive an indication of user input (e.g., a natural language
voice) from UI module 120 that includes audio data of the user reciting one or more phrases from which a voice print
may be generated. As discussed above, the voice prints of users enrolled or otherwise registered with computing device
110 in this way may be stored in user information store 124A and/or user information store 124B. As also discussed
above, in some examples, the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may utilize the voice prints stored in user
information store 124A and/or user information store 124B when identifying which user provided a spoken utterance.
[0045] The assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may manage creation and updating of the permission settings
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for automation devices. For instance, while facilitating the addition of a new automation device of automation devices
106 to system 100 (e.g., guiding a user through a setup procedure and associating the new automation device with
system 100), the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may request that an administrator (or other privileged
user, such as an owner or the first user configured to utilize computing device 110) select which users and/or user groups
are authorized to access the new automation device. The assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may store (e.g.,
in user information data store 124A and/or 124B) a record of the new automation device along with permission settings
that reflect the administrator’s selections of which users and/or user groups are authorized to access the new automation
device. The record of the new automation device may include indications of what automation actions the new automation
device is capable of, contact information for the new automation device (e.g., MAC address, IP address, or the like),
and/or any other information that the assistant provided by assistant modules 122 may use to control the new automation
device. In some examples, the records of all of the automation devices may be stored in a graph structure. In the
residential context, the graph structure may be referred to as a home graph.
[0046] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing device that is configured to execute an example
virtual assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure. Computing device 210 of FIG. 2 is
described below as an example of computing device 110 of FIG. 1. FIG. 2 illustrates only one particular example of
computing device 210, and many other examples of computing device 210 may be used in other instances and may
include a subset of the components included in example computing device 210 or may include additional components
not shown in FIG. 2.
[0047] As shown in the example of FIG. 2, computing device 210 includes user interface device (UID) 212, one or
more processors 240, one or more communication units 242, one or more input components 244, one or more output
components 246, and one or more storage components 248. UID 212 includes display component 202, presence-
sensitive input component 204, microphone component 206, and speaker component 208. Storage components 248 of
computing device 210 include UI module 220, assistant module 222, search module 282, one or more application
modules 226, context module 230, user information data store 224, user identification module 232, action identification
module 234, and authorization module 236.
[0048] Communication channels 250 may interconnect each of the components 212, 240, 242, 244, 246, and 248 for
inter-component communications (physically, communicatively, and/or operatively). In some examples, communication
channels 250 may include a system bus, a network connection, an inter-process communication data structure, or any
other method for communicating data.
[0049] One or more communication units 242 of computing device 210 may communicate with external devices (e.g.,
digital assistant system 160 and/or search server system 180 of system 100 of FIG. 1) via one or more wired and/or
wireless networks by transmitting and/or receiving network signals on one or more networks (e.g., network 130 of system
100 of FIG. 1). Examples of communication units 242 include a network interface card (e.g. such as an Ethernet card),
an optical transceiver, a radio frequency transceiver, a GPS receiver, or any other type of device that can send and/or
receive information. Other examples of communication units 242 may include short wave radios, cellular data radios,
wireless network radios, as well as universal serial bus (USB) controllers.
[0050] One or more input components 244 of computing device 210 may receive input. Examples of input are tactile,
audio, and video input. Input components 242 of computing device 210, in one example, includes a presence-sensitive
input device (e.g., a touch sensitive screen, a PSD), mouse, keyboard, voice responsive system, camera, microphone
or any other type of device for detecting input from a human or machine. In some examples, input components 242 may
include one or more sensor components one or more location sensors (GPS components, Wi-Fi components, cellular
components), one or more temperature sensors, one or more movement sensors (e.g., accelerometers, gyros), one or
more pressure sensors (e.g., barometer), one or more ambient light sensors, and one or more other sensors (e.g.,
infrared proximity sensor, hygrometer sensor, and the like). Other sensors, to name a few other nonlimiting examples,
may include a heart rate sensor, magnetometer, glucose sensor, olfactory sensor, compass sensor, step counter sensor.
[0051] One or more output components 246 of computing device 110 may generate output. Examples of output are
tactile, audio, and video output. Output components 246 of computing device 210, in one example, includes a presence-
sensitive display, sound card, video graphics adapter card, speaker, cathode ray tube (CRT) monitor, liquid crystal
display (LCD), or any other type of device for generating output to a human or machine.
[0052] UID 212 of computing device 210 may be similar to UID 112 of computing device 110 and includes display
component 202, presence-sensitive input component 204, microphone component 206, and speaker component 208.
Display component 202 may be a screen at which information is displayed by UID 212 while presence-sensitive input
component 204 may detect an object at and/or near display component 202. Speaker component 208 may be a speaker
from which audible information is played by UID 212 while microphone component 206 may detect audible input provided
at and/or near display component 202 and/or speaker component 208.
[0053] While illustrated as an internal component of computing device 210, UID 212 may also represent an external
component that shares a data path with computing device 210 for transmitting and/or receiving input and output. For
instance, in one example, UID 212 represents a built-in component of computing device 210 located within and physically
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connected to the external packaging of computing device 210 (e.g., a screen on a mobile phone). In another example,
UID 212 represents an external component of computing device 210 located outside and physically separated from the
packaging or housing of computing device 210 (e.g., a monitor, a projector, etc. that shares a wired and/or wireless data
path with computing device 210).
[0054] As one example range, presence-sensitive input component 204 may detect an object, such as a finger or
stylus that is within two inches or less of display component 202. Presence-sensitive input component 204 may determine
a location (e.g., an [x, y] coordinate) of display component 202 at which the object was detected. In another example
range, presence-sensitive input component 204 may detect an object six inches or less from display component 202
and other ranges are also possible. Presence-sensitive input component 204 may determine the location of display
component 202 selected by a user’s finger using capacitive, inductive, and/or optical recognition techniques. In some
examples, presence-sensitive input component 204 also provides output to a user using tactile, audio, or video stimuli
as described with respect to display component 202. In the example of FIG. 2, UID 212 may present a user interface
(such as a graphical user interface).
[0055] Speaker component 208 may comprise a speaker built-in to a housing of computing device 210 and in some
examples, may be a speaker built-in to a set of wired or wireless headphones that are operably coupled to computing
device 210. Microphone component 206 may detect audible input occurring at or near UID 212. Microphone component
206 may perform various noise cancellation techniques to remove background noise and isolate user speech from a
detected audio signal.
[0056] UID 212 of computing device 210 may detect two-dimensional and/or three-dimensional gestures as input from
a user of computing device 210. For instance, a sensor of UID 212 may detect a user’s movement (e.g., moving a hand,
an arm, a pen, a stylus, etc.) within a threshold distance of the sensor of UID 212. UID 212 may determine a two or
three-dimensional vector representation of the movement and correlate the vector representation to a gesture input
(e.g., a hand-wave, a pinch, a clap, a pen stroke, etc.) that has multiple dimensions. In other words, UID 212 can detect
a multi-dimension gesture without requiring the user to gesture at or near a screen or surface at which UID 212 outputs
information for display. Instead, UID 212 can detect a multi-dimensional gesture performed at or near a sensor which
may or may not be located near the screen or surface at which UID 212 outputs information for display.
[0057] One or more processors 240 may implement functionality and/or execute instructions associated with computing
device 210. Examples of processors 240 include application processors, display controllers, auxiliary processors, one
or more sensor hubs, and any other hardware configure to function as a processor, a processing unit, or a processing
device. Modules 220, 222, 226, 230, 232, 234, 236, and 282 may be operable by processors 240 to perform various
actions, operations, or functions of computing device 210. For example, processors 240 of computing device 210 may
retrieve and execute instructions stored by storage components 248 that cause processors 240 to perform the operations
modules 220, 222, 226, 230, 232, 234, 236, and 282. The instructions, when executed by processors 240, may cause
computing device 210 to store information within storage components 248.
[0058] One or more storage components 248 within computing device 210 may store information for processing during
operation of computing device 210 (e.g., computing device 210 may store data accessed by modules 220, 222, 226,
230, 232, 234, 236, and 282 during execution at computing device 210). In some examples, storage component 248 is
a temporary memory, meaning that a primary purpose of storage component 248 is not long-term storage. Storage
components 248 on computing device 210 may be configured for short-term storage of information as volatile memory
and therefore not retain stored contents if powered off. Examples of volatile memories include random access memories
(RAM), dynamic random access memories (DRAM), static random access memories (SRAM), and other forms of volatile
memories known in the art.
[0059] Storage components 248, in some examples, also include one or more computer-readable storage media.
Storage components 248 in some examples include one or more non-transitory computer-readable storage mediums.
Storage components 248 may be configured to store larger amounts of information than typically stored by volatile
memory. Storage components 248 may further be configured for long-term storage of information as non-volatile memory
space and retain information after power on/off cycles. Examples of non-volatile memories include magnetic hard discs,
optical discs, floppy discs, flash memories, or forms of electrically programmable memories (EPROM) or electrically
erasable and programmable (EEPROM) memories. Storage components 248 may store program instructions and/or
information (e.g., data) associated with modules 220, 222, 226, 230, 232, 234, 236, and 282 and data store 224. Storage
components 248 may include a memory configured to store data or other information associated with modules 220, 222,
226, 230, 232, 234, 236, and 282 and data store 224.
[0060] UI module 220 may include all functionality of UI module 120 of computing device 110 of FIG. 1 and may
perform similar operations as UI module 120 for managing a user interface that computing device 210 provides at UID
212 for example, for facilitating interactions between a user of computing device 110 and assistant module 222. For
example, UI module 220 of computing device 210 may receive information from assistant module 222 that includes
instructions for outputting (e.g., displaying or playing audio) an assistant user interface. UI module 220 may receive the
information from assistant module 222 over communication channels 250 and use the data to generate a user interface.
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UI module 220 may transmit a display or audible output command and associated data over communication channels
250 to cause UID 212 to present the user interface at UID 212.
[0061] In some examples, UI module 220 may receive an indication of one or more user inputs detected at UID 212
and may output information about the user inputs to assistant module 222. For example, UID 212 may detect a voice
input from a user and send data about the voice input to UI module 220.
[0062] UI module 220 may send an indication of the voice input to assistant module 222 for further interpretation.
Assistant module 222 may determine, based on the voice input, that the detected voice input represents a user request
for assistant module 222 to perform one or more tasks.
[0063] Application modules 226 represent all the various individual applications and services executing at and acces-
sible from computing device 210 that may be accessed by an assistant, such as assistant module 222, to provide user
with information and/or perform a task. A user of computing device 210 may interact with a user interface associated
with one or more application modules 226 to cause computing device 210 to perform a function. Numerous examples
of application modules 226 may exist and include, a fitness application, a calendar application, a search application, a
map or navigation application, a transportation service application (e.g., a bus or train tracking application), a social
media application, a game application, an e-mail application, a chat or messaging application, an Internet browser
application, or any and all other applications that may execute at computing device 210.
[0064] Search module 282 of computing device 210 may perform integrated search functions on behalf of computing
device 210. Search module 282 may be invoked by UI module 220, one or more of application modules 226, and/or
assistant module 222 to perform search operations on their behalf. When invoked, search module 282 may perform
search functions, such as generating search queries and executing searches based on generated search queries across
various local and remote information sources. Search module 282 may provide results of executed searches to the
invoking component or module. That is, search module 282 may output search results to UI module 220, assistant
module 222, and/or application modules 226 in response to an invoking command.
[0065] Context module 230 may collect contextual information associated with computing device 210 to define a
context of computing device 210. Specifically, context module 230 is primarily used by assistant module 222 to define
a context of computing device 210 that specifies the characteristics of the physical and/or virtual environment of computing
device 210 and a user of computing device 210 at a particular time.
[0066] As used throughout the disclosure, the term "contextual information" is used to describe any information that
can be used by context module 230 to define the virtual and/or physical environmental characteristics that a computing
device, and the user of the computing device, may experience at a particular time. Examples of contextual information
are numerous and may include: sensor information obtained by sensors (e.g., position sensors, accelerometers, gyros,
barometers, ambient light sensors, proximity sensors, microphones, and any other sensor) of computing device 210,
communication information (e.g., text based communications, audible communications, video communications, etc.)
sent and received by communication modules of computing device 210, and application usage information associated
with applications executing at computing device 210 (e.g., application data associated with applications, Internet search
histories, text communications, voice and video communications, calendar information, social media posts and related
information, etc.). Further examples of contextual information include signals and information obtained from transmitting
devices that are external to computing device 210. For example, context module 230 may receive, via a radio or com-
munication unit of computing device 210, beacon information transmitted from external beacons located at or near a
physical location of a merchant.
[0067] Assistant module 222 may include all functionality of local assistant module 122A of computing device 110 of
FIG. 1 and may perform similar operations as local assistant module 122A for providing an assistant. In some examples,
assistant module 222 may execute locally (e.g., at processors 240) to provide assistant functions. In some examples,
assistant module 222 may act as an interface to a remote assistant service accessible to computing device 210. For
example, assistant module 222 may be an interface or application programming interface (API) to remote assistant
module 122B of digital assistant system 160 of FIG. 1. As shown in FIG. 2, assistant module 222 may include user
identification module 232, action identification module 234, and authorization module 236.
[0068] User identification module 232 may be executable by processors 240 to identify a user that provided a spoken
utterance based on audio data representing the spoken utterance. In other words, user identification module 232 may
perform speaker (i.e., user) recognition. In some examples, user identification module 232 may identify the user based
in part on a comparison between the audio data and a voice prints of one or more users configured to utilize computing
device 210. For instance, user identification module 232 may determine a score that represents how accurately the
audio data matches the voice print of each user configured to utilize computing device 210, and determine that the user
corresponding to the highest (the scores are described herein as being positively correlated with matching accuracy
such that higher scores indicate better matches although negative correlation, such as golf scoring where lower is better,
is also contemplated) matching voice prints rescore provided the utterance. In some examples, user identification module
232 may determine that there are no matching voice prints if the highest score is below a threshold value.
[0069] If the comparison yields a matching voice print of a particular user configured to utilize computing device 210,
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user identification module 232 may identify the particular user as the user that provided the spoken utterance. If the
comparison does not yield a matching voice print of a user configured to utilize computing device 210, user identification
module 232 may identify the user that provided the spoken utterance as a guest user that is not registered with computing
device 210.
[0070] As discussed above, in some examples, assistant modules 222 may receive the audio data that corresponds
to the utterance based on a trigger phrase (e.g., "OK Computer," "Hey Device," etc.) being spoken by the user and
recognized by computing device 210. In some examples, each user configured to use and/or registered with computing
device 210 may be associated with a respective trigger phrase. For instance, while registering with computing device
210, a first may select a first trigger phrase (e.g., "Hi Jeeves") that the first user may speak in order to activate further
audio reception by computing device 210 and a second user may select a second trigger phrase (e.g., "Hey Bartender")
in order to activate further audio reception by computing device 210. As such, a trigger phrase associated with a first
user of a plurality of users registered with computing device 210 may be different than a trigger phrase associated with
a second user of the plurality of users. Additionally, in some examples, further audio reception by computing device 210
may be activated in response to computing device 210 recognizing a generic or guest trigger phrase (e.g., "OK Assistant
Provider Company").
[0071] In some examples, user identification module 232 may identify the user based at least in part on the trigger
phrase recognized by computing device 210 that activated reception of the audio data representing the spoken utterance.
For instance, where the trigger phrase recognized by computing device 210 is associated with a first user of a plurality
of users registered with computing device 210, user identification module 232 may identify the first user as the user that
provided the spoken utterance (i.e., the requesting user). Similarly, where the trigger phrase recognized by computing
device 210 is a generic or guest trigger phrase, user identification module 232 may identify the user that provided the
spoken utterance as a guest user.
[0072] In some examples, user identification module 232 may identify the user based at least in part on the trigger
phrase recognized by computing device 210 and a comparison between the audio data and a voice prints of one or
more users configured to utilize computing device 210. For instance, user identification module 232 may increase the
determined score of a voice print associated with a particular user (i.e., the determined score represents how well the
audio data matches the voice print) where the trigger phrase recognized by computing device 210 is associated with
the particular user.
[0073] Action identification module 234 may be executable by processors 240 to identify an automation action asso-
ciated with one or more automation devices that corresponds to the spoken utterance. For instance, action identification
module 234 may perform speech recognition on the audio data representing the spoken utterance to identify the auto-
mation action that corresponds to the spoken utterance. In some examples, action identification module 234 may identify
only a single automation action candidate based on the audio data (i.e., an automation action that may to correspond
to the utterance). In other examples, action identification module 234 may identify a plurality of automation action can-
didates based on the audio data (i.e., automation actions that may correspond to the utterance). Action identification
module 234 may determine, for each of the automation action candidates, a score that represents how likely the auto-
mation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance (the scores are described herein as being positively
correlated with matching accuracy such that higher scores indicate better matches although negative correlation, such
as golf scoring where lower is better, is also contemplated). For instance, action identification module 234 may determine
the automation action candidates and scores shown below in Table 1.

[0074] Action identification module 234 may select the automation action candidate of the plurality of automation action
candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding to the spoken utterance (e.g., automation
action candidate with the highest score) as the identified automation action. For instance, to continue with the above
example, because the score for the "Turn on light action performed by a living room light" is the highest, action identification
module 234 may select the "Turn on light action performed by a living room light" as the identified automation action.
[0075] In some examples, action identification module 234 may adjust the scores of the automation action candidates
based on one or more factors. As one example, action identification module 234 may adjust the scores of the automation
action candidates based the identified user. For instance, action identification module 234 may adjusting the scores of

Table 1

Automation Action Candidate Authorized Users Score

Turn on light action performed by a living room light User A and Guest Users 85

Turn on light action performed by a light in User A’s bedroom User A 80

Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s bedroom User B 80
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the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user is authorized to
cause performance relative to the scores of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-
which the identified user is not authorized to cause performance. To again use the above example in Table 1, if the
identified user is User B, action identification module 234 may increase the scores of the automation action candidates
of-which User B is authorized to cause performance. For instance, action identification module 234 may increase (e.g.,
add a fixed amount [e.g., 5 points, 10 points, etc.], multiply by a factor, etc.) the scores of the automation action candidates
of-which User B is authorized to cause performance. Table 2, below, illustrates example updated scores where 10 points
are added to the scores of the automation action candidates of-which User B is authorized to cause performance.

[0076] Action identification module 234 may select the automation action candidate of the plurality of automation action
candidates with the post-adjustment score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding to the spoken utterance
(e.g., automation action candidate with the highest score) as the identified automation action. For instance, to continue
with the above example of Table 2, because the score for the "Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s
bedroom" is now the highest, action identification module 234 may select the "Turn on light action performed by a light
in User B’s bedroom" as the identified automation action.
[0077] As another example, action identification module 234 may adjust the scores of the automation action candidates
based on which automation devices and automation actions are available, registered with action identification module
234, setup, and/or otherwise configured for use by users of computing device 210 (e.g., adjust the scores based on the
graph, or home graph, structure). For instance, action identification module 234 may adjust the scores of the automation
action candidates that correspond to automation actions which are configured for use by users of computing device 210
(e.g., in the graph structure) relative to the scores of the automation action candidates which are not configured for use
by users of computing device 210. For instance, action identification module 234 may increase (e.g., by adding a fixed
amount [e.g., 5 points, 10 points, etc.], multiplying by a factor, etc.) to the scores of the automation action candidates
which are configured for use by users of computing device 210. To continue with the above example, assuming that the
living room light, the light in User A’s bedroom, and the light in User B’s bedroom are all configured for use by users of
computing device 210, Table 3, below, illustrates example updated scores where 10 points are added to the scores of
the automation action candidates which are configured for use by users of computing device 210.

[0078] Action identification module 234 may select the automation action candidate of the plurality of automation action
candidates with the post-adjustment score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding to the spoken utterance
(e.g., automation action candidate with the highest score) as the identified automation action. For instance, to continue
with the above example of Table 3, because the score for the "Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s
bedroom" remains the highest, action identification module 234 may select the "Turn on light action performed by a light
in User B’s bedroom" as the identified automation action.
[0079] While described in the above example as adjusting the scores based on both the identity of the user and
configuration status, in some examples, action identification module 234 may adjust the scores based on only the identity
of the user or only the configuration status. In other examples, action identification module 234 may not adjust the scores
based either the identity of the user or the configuration status.
[0080] Authorization module 236 may be executable by processors 240 to determine whether the identified user is
authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action. For instance, authorization module 236 may de-
termine, based on permission settings, whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified

Table 2

Automation Action Candidate Authorized Users Score

Turn on light action performed by a living room light User A and Guest Users 85

Turn on light action performed by a light in User A’s bedroom User A 80

Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s bedroom User B 90

Table 3

Automation Action Candidate Authorized Users Score

Turn on light action performed by a living room light User A and Guest Users 95

Turn on light action performed by a light in User A’s bedroom User A 90

Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s bedroom User B 100
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automation action.
[0081] Responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified auto-
mation action, authorization module 236 may cause the automation devices associated with the identified automation
action to perform the identified automation action. For instance, authorization module 236 may cause one or more of
communication units 242 to output, via a network and to the automation devices associated with the identified automation
action, a message requesting performance of the identified automation action. In some examples, the message may
include an indication of the identified user. However, in some examples, the message may not include an indication of
the identified user. Therefore, in such examples, the automation devices associated with the identified automation action
may remain unaware that the identified user is authorized to initiate performance of the identified automation action. In
this way, the techniques of this disclosure may enable the implementation of access controls on verbal or spoken
automation requests without requiring involvement of the automation devices. As such, techniques of this disclosure
may enable the implementation of access controls on verbal or spoken automation requests performed by automation
devices that may not be configured with any access control functionality, such as legacy automation devices.
[0082] Similar to data stores 124A and 124B of system 100 of FIG. 1, user information data store 224 may store
information created by assistant module 222 that includes permission settings that indicate authorization to initiate
automation actions by automation devices (e.g., automation devices 106 of FIG. 1). As discussed above, the assistant
provided by assistant module 222 may utilize the permission settings stored by user information data store 224 to
determine whether or not a user is authorized to initiate performance of an automation action.
[0083] The permission settings may be defined for any combination of individual users and groups of users. As one
example, the permission settings may indicate which automation actions of-which a particular user is authorized to
initiate performance. For instance, the permission settings may indicate that User A and User B are authorized to initiate
performance of an unlock action performed by the lock of automation devices 106 associated with the front door, and
indicate that a User C is not authorized to initiate performance of the unlock action performed by the lock of automation
devices 106 associated with the front door. As another example, the permission settings may be defined for groups of
users. For instance, the permission settings may indicate that users in a first group are authorized to initiate performance
of the unlock action performed by the lock of automation devices 106 associated with the front door, and indicate that
users in a second group (e.g., guest users) are not authorized to initiate performance of the unlock action performed by
the lock of automation devices 106 associated with the front door. As another example, the permission settings may be
defined for individual users and one or more groups of users. For instance, the permission settings may indicate that
User A and User B are authorized to initiate performance of the unlock action performed by the lock of automation
devices 106 associated with the front door, and indicate that User C and users in a second group (e.g., guest users)
are not authorized to initiate performance of the unlock action performed by the lock of automation devices 106 associated
with the front door.
[0084] The permission settings may be defined for any combination of automation action level and automation device
level. As one example, automation action level permission settings may indicate the actions of-which a particular user
or group of users are authorized to initiate performance. For instance, the permission settings may indicate that User A
and users in a first group are authorized to initiate performance of the unlock action performed by the lock of automation
devices 106 associated with the front door, and a temperature adjustment action by a thermostat of automation devices
106. As another example, automation device level the permission settings may indicate on-which of automation devices
106 a particular user or group of users are authorized to initiate performance of automation actions. For instance, the
permission settings may indicate that User A and users in a first group are authorized to initiate performance of actions
on the lock of automation devices 106 associated with the front door, and actions on the thermostat of automation devices
106. As another example, automation action level permission settings may co-exist with automation device level per-
mission settings. For instance, if the device level permission settings indicate that a particular user is authorized to initiate
performance of automation actions on a particular device and the action level permission settings do not indicate that
the particular user is not authorized to initiate performance of specific actions by the particular device, the assistant
provided by assistant module 222 may determine that the particular user is authorized to initiate performance of any
action by the particular device.
[0085] The permission settings may be defined for users/group and/or for actions/devices. As one example, permission
settings defined for users/groups may indicate of-which devices or actions a particular user or a particular group is
authorized to utilize or initiate performance. For instance, permission settings for a particular user may indicate that the
particular user is authorized to initiate performance of action A, action B, and action C. As another example, permission
settings defined for actions/devices may indicates which users or which groups are authorized to utilize of initiate per-
formance of the actions/devices. For instance, permission settings for a particular device may indicate that user A, user
B, and user C are authorized to utilize and initiate actions on the particular device.
[0086] As described above, the permission settings may be defined in any combination of black lists (e.g., permission
settings that indicate of-which devices/actions users or groups are not authorized to initiate performance), white lists
(e.g., permission settings that indicate of-which devices/actions users or groups are authorized to initiate performance),
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and black and white lists. Assistant module 222 may rely on the information stored at data store 224, in addition to any
information provided by context module 230 and/or search module 282, to perform assistant tasks.
[0087] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating example operations performed by one or more processors executing an example
virtual assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure. FIG. 3 is described below in the
context of system 100 of FIG. 1. For example, local assistant module 122A while executing at one or more processors
of computing device 110 may perform one or more of operations 302-312, in accordance with one or more aspects of
the present disclosure. And in some examples, remote assistant module 122B while executing at one or more processors
of digital assistant system 160 may perform operations 302-312, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present
disclosure. For purposes of illustration only, FIG. 3 is described below within the context of computing device 110 of FIG. 1.
[0088] In operation, computing device 110 may receive audio data generated by one or more microphones of computing
device 110, the audio data representing a spoken utterance (302). For instance, in response to recognizing a spoken
trigger phrase, computing device 110 may receive audio data representing a verbal utterance provided by a user com-
puting device 110.
[0089] Computing device 110 may identify, based on the audio data, a user that provided the spoken utterance (304).
As discussed above, computing device 110 may identify the user that provided the spoken utterance (i.e., the requesting
user) based on one or both of the trigger phrase and a comparison of the audio data with voice prints of users configured
to use computing device 110.
[0090] In some examples, computing device 110 may perform all of operations 302-312. However, for this example,
operations 302 and 304 may be performed by one or both computing device 110 and digital assistant system 160, and
digital assistant system 160 may further perform operations 306-312. For instance, computing device 110 may output,
via network 130 and to digital assistant system 160, the audio data representing the spoken utterance and an indication
of the identified user. As such, digital assistant system 160 may receive the audio data generated by one or more
microphones of computing device 110 and identify, based on the audio data, the user that provided the spoken utterance
by receiving, from computing device 110, the audio data and the indication of the identified user.
[0091] Digital assistant system 160 may identify, based on the received audio data, an automation action associated
with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance (306). For instance,
as discussed above, digital assistant system 160 may determine, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation
action candidates, determine a score for each respective automation action candidate that indicates a likelihood that
the respective automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance, and select an automation action
candidate of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding
to the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.
[0092] As discussed in further detail below, in some examples, digital assistant system 160 may identify the automation
based on one or more preferences of the identified user. For example, a profile of a first user registered with computing
device 110 may indicate that the first user prefers the utterance "turn on the light" to correspond to an automation action
of turning on a first light, and a profile of a second user registered with computing device 110 may indicate that the first
user prefers the utterance "turn on the light" to correspond to an automation action of turning on a second light. As such,
digital assistant system 160 may identify different automations for identical utterances that are provided by different
users to the same computing device (e.g., should profiles for the different users indicate different preferences).
[0093] Digital assistant system 160 may determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of
the identified automation action (308). For instance, digital assistant system 160 may determine whether the identified
user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action based on permission settings stored in user
information data store 124B.
[0094] Responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified auto-
mation action ("Yes" branch of 308), digital assistant system 160 may cause the one or more automation devices to
perform the identified automation action (310). For instance, digital assistant system 160 may output, to the one or more
automation devices associated with the identified automation action, a message requesting performance of the identified
automation action.
[0095] Responsive to determining that the identified user is not authorized to cause performance of the identified
automation action ("No" branch of 308), digital assistant system 160 may cause computing device 110 to output an
indication that the identified user is not authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action (312). For
instance, digital assistant system 160 may output a message to computing device 110, the message requesting that
UID 112 of computing device 110 output audio data with a synthesized voice saying that the identified user is not
authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action (e.g., "I’m sorry, you do not appear to be authorized
to unlock the front door"). In this way, the techniques of this disclosure may facilitate performance of automation actions
to satisfy verbal or spoken requests of users of computing device 110 while also improving the security of system 100.
[0096] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example computing system that is configured to execute an example
virtual assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure. Assistant server system 460 of FIG.
4 is described below as an example of digital assistant system 160 of FIG. 1. FIG. 4 illustrates only one particular example
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of assistant server system 460, and many other examples of assistant server system 460may be used in other instances
and may include a subset of the components included in example assistant server system 460 or may include additional
components not shown in FIG. 4.
[0097] As shown in the example of FIG. 4, assistant server system 460 includes user one or more processors 440,
one or more communication units 442, and one or more storage components 448. Storage components 448 include
assistant module 422, search module 482, context module 430, and user information data store 424.
[0098] Processors 440 are analogous to processors 240 of computing system 210 of FIG. 2. Communication units
442 are analogous to communication units 242 of computing system 210 of FIG. 2. Storage devices 448 are analogous
to storage devices 248 of computing system 210 of FIG. 2. Communication channels 450 are analogous to communication
channels 250 of computing system 210 of FIG. 2 and may therefore interconnect each of the components 440, 442, and
448 for inter-component communications. In some examples, communication channels 450 may include a system bus,
a network connection, an inter-process communication data structure, or any other method for communicating data.
[0099] Search module 482 of assistant server system 460 is analogous to search module 282 of computing device
210 and may perform integrated search functions on behalf of assistant server system 460. That is, search module 482
may perform search operations on behalf of assistant module 422. In some examples, search module 482 may interface
with external search systems, such as search server system 180 to perform search operations on behalf of assistant
module 422. When invoked, search module 482 may perform search functions, such as generating search queries and
executing searches based on generated search queries across various local and remote information sources. Search
module 482 may provide results of executed searches to the invoking component or module. That is, search module
482 may output search results to assistant module 422.
[0100] Context module 430 of assistant server system 460 is analogous to context module 230 of computing device
210. Context module 430 may collect contextual information associated with computing devices, such as computing
device 110 of FIG. 1 and computing device 210 of FIG. 2, to define a context of the computing device. Context module
430 may primarily be used by assistant module 422 and/or search module 482 to define a context of a computing device
interfacing and accessing a service provided by digital assistant system 160. The context may specify the characteristics
of the physical and/or virtual environment of the computing device and a user of the computing device at a particular time.
[0101] Assistant module 422 may include all functionality of local assistant module 122A and remote assistant module
122B of FIG. 1, as well as assistant module 222 of computing device 210 of FIG. 2. Assistant module 422 may perform
similar operations as remote assistant module 122B for providing an assistant service that is accessible via assistant
server system 460. That is, assistant module 422 may act as an interface to a remote assistant service accessible to a
computing device that is communicating over a network with assistant server system 460. For example, assistant module
422 may be an interface or API to remote assistant module 122B of digital assistant system 160 of FIG. 1.
[0102] User identification module 432, action identification module 434, and authorization module 436 may include all
functionality of user identification module 232, action identification module 234, and authorization module 236 of FIG.
2. That is, user identification module 432 may be executable by processors 440 to identify a user that provided a spoken
utterance based on audio data representing the spoken utterance, action identification module 434 may be executable
by processors 440 to identify an automation action associated with one or more automation devices that corresponds
to the spoken utterance, and authorization module 436 may be executable by processors 440 to determine whether the
identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action.
[0103] User information data store 424 is analogous to user information data store 224 of FIG. 2 and is configured to
store personal records created by assistant module 422 that includes information that assistant module 422 has learned
about the user of a computing device during conversations between the user and an assistant provided by assistant
module 422. Assistant module 422 may rely on the information stored at data store 424, in addition to any information
provided by context module 430 and/or search module 482, to perform assistant tasks.
[0104] For example, the following represents various scenarios between a user of computing device 110 of FIG. 1
and an assistant provided by assistant module 422. For each scenario, there is some initial exchange of information
between the user and the assistant, and one or more examples are provided indicating how this will impact the user’s
experience.
[0105] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating example operations performed by one or more processors executing an example
virtual assistant, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present disclosure. FIG. 5 is described below in the
context of system 100 of FIG. 1. For example, local assistant module 122A while executing at one or more processors
of computing device 110 may perform one or more of operations 502-508, in accordance with one or more aspects of
the present disclosure. And in some examples, remote assistant module 122B while executing at one or more processors
of digital assistant system 160 may perform operations 502-508, in accordance with one or more aspects of the present
disclosure. For purposes of illustration only, FIG. 5 is described below within the context of computing device 110 of FIG. 1.
[0106] In operation, computing device 110 may receive audio data generated by one or more microphones of computing
device 110, the audio data representing a spoken utterance (502). For instance, in response to recognizing a spoken
trigger phrase, computing device 110 may receive audio data representing a verbal utterance provided by a user com-
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puting device 110.
[0107] Computing device 110 may identify, based on the audio data, a user that provided the spoken utterance (504).
As discussed above, computing device 110 may identify the user that provided the spoken utterance (i.e., the requesting
user) based on one or both of the trigger phrase and a comparison of the audio data with voice prints of users configured
to use computing device 110.
[0108] In some examples, computing device 110 may perform all of operations 502-508. However, for this example,
operations 502 and 504 may be performed by one or both computing device 110 and digital assistant system 160, and
digital assistant system 160 may further perform operations 506 and 508. For instance, computing device 110 may
output, via network 130 and to digital assistant system 160, the audio data representing the spoken utterance and an
indication of the identified user. As such, digital assistant system 160 may receive the audio data generated by one or
more microphones of computing device 110 and identify, based on the audio data, the user that provided the spoken
utterance by receiving, from computing device 110, the audio data and the indication of the identified user.
[0109] Digital assistant system 160 may identify, based on the received audio data, an automation action associated
with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance (506). For instance,
as discussed above, digital assistant system 160 may determine, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation
action candidates, determine a score for each respective automation action candidate that indicates a likelihood that
the respective automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance, and select an automation action
candidate of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding
to the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.
[0110] As discussed in further detail below, in some examples, digital assistant system 160 may identify the automation
based on one or more preferences of the identified user. For instance, digital assistant system 160 may adjust the scores
of the automation action candidates that correspond to automations actions that are preferred by the identified user (i.e.,
the user that provided the spoken utterance). To illustrate, where the utterance is "turn on the light," digital assistant
system 160 may determine automation action candidates and scores shown below in Table 4.

[0111] As can be seen in Table 4, each of the candidates may initially have the same score. As stated above, digital
assistant system 160 may adjust the scores based on preferences of the identified user. For instance, if User A is
identified as the user that provided the utterance "turn on the light" and a profile associated with User A indicates a
preference for the light in User A’s bedroom being associated with the utterance "turn on the light," digital assistant
system 160 may adjust the scores as shown below in Table 5, where the score for the "Turn on light action performed
by a light in User A’s bedroom" automation action candidate has been increased.

[0112] Digital assistant system 160 may select the automation action candidate of the plurality of automation action
candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding to the spoken utterance (e.g., automation
action candidate with the highest score) as the identified automation action. In the example above, digital assistant
system 160 may select the "Turn on light action performed by a light in User A’s bedroom" automation action candidate
as the identified automation action.
[0113] In other instances, digital assistant system 160 may select other automation action candidates based on an
identical utterance. For instance, if User B is identified as the user that provided the utterance "turn on the light" and a
profile associated with User B indicates a preference for the light in User B’s bedroom being associated with the utterance
"turn on the light," digital assistant system 160 may increase the score of the "Turn on light action performed by a light

Table 4

Automation Action Candidate Score

Turn on light action performed by a living room light 80

Turn on light action performed by a light in User A’s bedroom 80

Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s bedroom 80

Table 5

Automation Action Candidate Score

Turn on light action performed by a living room light 80

Turn on light action performed by a light in User A’s bedroom 90

Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s bedroom 80
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in User B’s bedroom" automation action candidate, and select the "Turn on light action performed by a light in User B’s
bedroom" automation action candidate as the identified automation action. As such, digital assistant system 160 may
bias the selection of automation actions based on user preferences such that identical utterances provided by different
users result in different identified automation actions.
[0114] Digital assistant system 160 may cause the automation devices associated with the identified automation action
to perform the identified automation action (508). For instance, digital assistant system 160 may output, to the one or
more automation devices associated with the identified automation action, a message requesting performance of the
identified automation action.
[0115] In some examples, prior to causing the automation devices associated with the identified automation action to
perform the identified automation action, digital assistant system 160 may determine whether the identified user is
authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action. For instance, digital assistant system 160 may
determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action as discussed
above with reference to FIG. 3. It should be noted that just because a user has a preference for a particular automation
action does not necessarily mean that the user automatically is authorized to initiate performance of the particular
automation action.
[0116] The following numbered examples may illustrate one or more aspects of the disclosure:

Example 1. A method comprising: receiving audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing
device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; identifying, based on the audio data, a user that provided
the spoken utterance; identifying, by one or more processors and based on the audio data, an automation action
associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance;
determining, by the one or more processors, whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the
identified automation action; and responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance
of the identified automation action, causing, by the one or more processors, the one or more automation devices to
perform the identified automation action.
Example 2. The method of example 1, wherein determining whether the identified user is authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action comprises: determining whether the identified user is authorized to
utilize the one or more automation devices associated with the identified automation action; and responsive to
determining that the identified user is authorized to utilize the one or more automation devices associated with the
identified automation action, determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified
automation action.
Example 3. The method of any combination of examples 1-2, wherein identifying the user that provided the spoken
utterance comprises: determining whether the spoken utterance was provided by one of a plurality of users registered
with the computing device; and responsive to determining that the spoken utterance was not provided by one of the
plurality of users registered with the computing device, identifying the user that provided the spoken utterance as
a guest user that is not registered with the computing device.
Example 4. The method of example 3, wherein determining whether the identified user is authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action comprises: determining that guest users are authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action.
Example 5. The method of any combination of examples 1-4, wherein the one or more processors are included in
a computing system that is different than the computing device, and wherein receiving the audio data and identifying
the user comprises: receiving, by the one or more processors of the computing system and from the computing
device, the audio data and an indication of the identified user, wherein causing the one or more automation devices
to perform the identified automation action comprises: outputting, by the one or more processors of the computing
system and to the one or more automation devices, a message requesting performance of the identified automation
action.
Example 6. The method of example 5, wherein the message does not include an indication of the identified user.
Example 7. The method of any combination of examples 1-6, wherein the one or more processors are included in
at least one of the computing device or one or more other computing devices.
Example 8. The method of any combination of examples 1-7, wherein identifying the automation action comprises:
determining, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation action candidates; determining, for each respective
automation action candidate of the automation action candidates, a score that indicates a likelihood that the respective
automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance; and selecting an automation action candidate
of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of corresponding to
the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.
Example 9. The method of example 8, further comprising: adjusting the scores of the automation action candidates
that correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user is authorized to cause performance relative to
the scores of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user
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is not authorized to cause performance.
Example 10. The method of any combination of examples 1-9, wherein the audio data is second audio data, the
method further comprising: receiving the audio data based on a trigger phrase being recognized by the computing
device from first audio data generated by the one or more microphones, wherein each user of a plurality of users
registered with the computing device is associated with a respective trigger phrase, wherein a trigger phrase asso-
ciated with a first user of the plurality of users is different than a trigger phrase associated with a second user of the
plurality of users, and wherein identifying the user the provided the spoken utterance comprises: identifying the user
that provided the spoken utterance based at least in part on the trigger phrase recognized by the computing device.
Example 11. A computing system comprising: a communications module; at least one processor; and at least one
memory comprising instructions that when executed, cause the at least one processor to provide an assistant
configured to: receive, via the communications module, audio data generated by one or more microphones of a
computing device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; obtain an identification of a user that provided
the spoken utterance, the identification determined based on the audio data; identify, based on the audio data, an
automation action associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the
spoken utterance; determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified auto-
mation action; and in response to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the
identified automation action, cause the one or more automation devices to perform the identified automation action.
Example 12. The computing system of example 11, wherein, to determine whether the identified user is authorized
to cause performance of the identified automation action, the assistant is configured to: determine whether the
identified user is authorized to utilize the one or more automation devices associated with the identified automation
action; and responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to utilize the one or more automation
devices associated with the identified automation action, determine that the identified user is authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action.
Example 13. The computing system of any combination of examples 11-12, wherein, to identify the user that provided
the spoken utterance, the assistant is configured to: determine whether the spoken utterance was provided by one
of a plurality of users registered with the computing device; and responsive to determining that the spoken utterance
was not provided by one of the plurality of users registered with the computing device, identify the user that provided
the spoken utterance as a guest user that is not registered with the computing device.
Example 14. The computing system of example 13, wherein, to determine whether the identified user is authorized
to cause performance of the identified automation action, the assistant is configured to: determine that guest users
are authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action.
Example 15. The computing system of any combination of examples 11-14, wherein, to identify the automation
action, the assistant is configured to: determine, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation action candidates;
determine, for each respective automation action candidate of the automation action candidates, a score that indi-
cates a likelihood that the respective automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance; and select
an automation action candidate of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest
likelihood of corresponding to the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.
Example 16. The computing system of example 15, wherein the assistant is further configured to: adjust the scores
of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user is authorized
to cause performance relative to the scores of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation
actions of-which the identified user is not authorized to cause performance.
Example 17. The computing system of any combination of examples 11-16, wherein the audio data is second audio
data, and wherein the assistant is further configured to: receive the audio data based on a trigger phrase being
recognized by the computing device from first audio data generated by the one or more microphones, wherein each
user of a plurality of users registered with the computing device is associated with a respective trigger phrase,
wherein a trigger phrase associated with a first user of the plurality of users is different than a trigger phrase associated
with a second user of the plurality of users, and wherein identifying the user the provided the spoken utterance
comprises: identify the user that provided the spoken utterance based at least in part on the trigger phrase recognized
by the computing device.
Example 19. A computing system comprising: a communications module; at least one processor; and at least one
memory comprising instructions that when executed, cause the at least one processor to provide an assistant
configured to: receive, via the communications module, audio data generated by one or more microphones of a
computing device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; obtain an identification of a user that provided
the spoken utterance, the identification determined based on the audio data; identify, based on the audio data and
one or more preferences of the identified user, an automation action associated with one or more automation devices,
the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; and cause the one or more automation devices to
perform the identified automation action.
Example 20. The computing system of example 19, wherein: to receive the audio data, the assistant is configured
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to receive first audio data generated by the one or more microphones of the computing device, the first audio data
representing a spoken utterance provided by a first user; the assistant is further configured to receive second audio
data generated by the one or more microphones of the computing device, the second audio data representing a
spoken utterance provided by a second user, the second spoken utterance being the same as the first spoken
utterance; to identify an automation action based on the first audio data, the assistant is configured to identify a first
automation action based on the first audio data and one or more preferences of the first user; and to identify an
automation action based on the second audio data, the assistant is configured to identify a second automation action
based on the second audio data and one or more preferences of the second user, the second automation action
being different than the first automation action.
Example 21. A method comprising: receiving first audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing
device, the first audio data representing a spoken utterance; determining that a first user provided the spoken
utterance represented by the first audio data; identifying, based on the first audio data and one or more preferences
of the first user, a first automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; initiating performance of the first
automation action; receiving second audio data generated by the one or more microphones of the computing device,
the second audio data representing the same spoken utterance; determining that a second user provided the spoken
utterance represented by the second audio data, the second spoken utterance being the same as the first spoken
utterance; identifying, based on the second audio data and one or more preferences of the second user, a second
automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance, the second automation action being different than the
first automation action; and initiating performance of the second automation action.
Example 22. A computer-readable storage medium storing instructions that, when executed, cause one or more
processors of a computing system and/or a computing device to perform the method of any combination of examples
1-10 and 21.
Example 23. A system comprising means for performing the method of any combination of examples 1-10 and 21.

[0117] In one or more examples, the functions described may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or
any combination thereof. If implemented in software, the functions may be stored on or transmitted over, as one or more
instructions or code, a computer-readable medium and executed by a hardware-based processing unit. Computer-
readable medium may include computer-readable storage media or mediums, which corresponds to a tangible medium
such as data storage media, or communication media including any medium that facilitates transfer of a computer
program from one place to another, e.g., according to a communication protocol. In this manner, computer-readable
medium generally may correspond to (1) tangible computer-readable storage media, which is non-transitory or (2) a
communication medium such as a signal or carrier wave. Data storage media may be any available media that can be
accessed by one or more computers or one or more processors to retrieve instructions, code and/or data structures for
implementation of the techniques described in this disclosure. A computer program product may include a computer-
readable medium.
[0118] By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable storage media can comprise RAM, ROM,
EEPROM, CD-ROM or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage, or other magnetic storage devices, flash
memory, or any other storage medium that can be used to store desired program code in the form of instructions or data
structures and that can be accessed by a computer. Also, any connection is properly termed a computer-readable
medium. For example, if instructions are transmitted from a website, server, or other remote source using a coaxial
cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, digital subscriber line (DSL), or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio, and
microwave, then the coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, twisted pair, DSL, or wireless technologies such as infrared, radio,
and microwave are included in the definition of medium. It should be understood, however, that computer-readable
storage mediums and media and data storage media do not include connections, carrier waves, signals, or other transient
media, but are instead directed to non-transient, tangible storage media. Disk and disc, as used herein, includes compact
disc (CD), laser disc, optical disc, digital versatile disc (DVD), floppy disk and Blu-ray disc, where disks usually reproduce
data magnetically, while discs reproduce data optically with lasers. Combinations of the above should also be included
within the scope of computer-readable medium.
[0119] Instructions may be executed by one or more processors, such as one or more digital signal processors (DSPs),
general purpose microprocessors, application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable logic arrays (FP-
GAs), or other equivalent integrated or discrete logic circuitry. Accordingly, the term "processor," as used herein may
refer to any of the foregoing structure or any other structure suitable for implementation of the techniques described
herein. In addition, in some aspects, the functionality described herein may be provided within dedicated hardware and/or
software modules. Also, the techniques could be fully implemented in one or more circuits or logic elements.
[0120] The techniques of this disclosure may be implemented in a wide variety of devices or apparatuses, including
a wireless handset, an integrated circuit (IC) or a set of ICs (e.g., a chip set). Various components, modules, or units
are described in this disclosure to emphasize functional aspects of devices configured to perform the disclosed tech-
niques, but do not necessarily require realization by different hardware units. Rather, as described above, various units
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may be combined in a hardware unit or provided by a collection of interoperative hardware units, including one or more
processors as described above, in conjunction with suitable software and/or firmware.
[0121] Various embodiments have been described. These and other embodiments are within the scope of the following
claims.
[0122] The following clauses form part of the description:

1 A method comprising:

receiving audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing device, the audio data representing
a spoken utterance; identifying, based on the audio data, a user that provided the spoken utterance; identifying,
by one or more processors and based on the audio data, an automation action associated with one or more
automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; determining, by the one or
more processors, whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation
action; and responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified
automation action, causing, by the one or more processors, the one or more automation devices to perform the
identified automation action.

2. The method of clause 1, wherein determining whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of
the identified automation action comprises:

determining whether the identified user is authorized to utilize the one or more automation devices associated
with the identified automation action; and responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to
utilize the one or more automation devices associated with the identified automation action, determining that
the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action.

3 The method of clause 1 or clause 2, wherein identifying the user that provided the spoken utterance comprises:

determining whether the spoken utterance was provided by one of a plurality of users registered with the
computing device; and responsive to determining that the spoken utterance was not provided by one of the
plurality of users registered with the computing device, identifying the user that provided the spoken utterance
as a guest user that is not registered with the computing device.

4. The method of clause 3, wherein determining whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of
the identified automation action comprises:

determining that guest users are authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action.

5. The method of any one of the preceding clauses, wherein the one or more processors are included in a computing
system that is different than the computing device, and wherein receiving the audio data and identifying the user
comprises:

receiving, by the one or more processors of the computing system and from the computing device, the audio
data and an indication of the identified user, wherein causing the one or more automation devices to perform
the identified automation action comprises:

outputting, by the one or more processors of the computing system and to the one or more automation
devices, a message requesting performance of the identified automation action.

6. The method of clause 5, wherein the message does not include an indication of the identified user.

7. The method of any one of the preceding clauses, wherein the one or more processors are included in at least
one of the computing device or one or more other computing devices.

8. The method of any one of the preceding clauses, wherein identifying the automation action comprises:

determining, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation action candidates; determining, for each respec-
tive automation action candidate of the automation action candidates, a score that indicates a likelihood that
the respective automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance; and selecting an automation
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action candidate of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood
of corresponding to the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.

9. The method of clause 8, further comprising:

adjusting the scores of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-which the
identified user is authorized to cause performance relative to the scores of the automation action candidates
that correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user is not authorized to cause performance.

10. The method of any one of the preceding clauses, wherein the audio data is second audio data, the method
further comprising:

receiving the audio data based on a trigger phrase being recognized by the computing device from first audio
data generated by the one or more microphones, wherein each user of a plurality of users registered with the
computing device is associated with a respective trigger phrase, wherein a trigger phrase associated with a first
user of the plurality of users is different than a trigger phrase associated with a second user of the plurality of
users, and wherein identifying the user the provided the spoken utterance comprises:

identifying the user that provided the spoken utterance based at least in part on the trigger phrase recognized
by the computing device.

11. A computing system comprising:

a communications module at least one processor; and at least one memory comprising instructions that when
executed, cause the at least one processor to provide an assistant configured to:

receive, via the communications module, audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing
device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; obtain an identification of a user that provided the
spoken utterance, the identification determined based on the audio data identify, based on the audio data,
an automation action associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding
to the spoken utterance; determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the
identified automation action; and
in response to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified
automation action, cause the one or more automation devices to perform the identified automation action.

12. The computing system of clause 11, wherein, to determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action, the assistant is configured to:

determine whether the identified user is authorized to utilize the one or more automation devices associated
with the identified automation action; and responsive to determining that the identified user is authorized to
utilize the one or more automation devices associated with the identified automation action, determine that the
identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action.

13 The computing system of clause 11 or clause 12, wherein, to identify the user that provided the spoken utterance,
the assistant is configured to:

determine whether the spoken utterance was provided by one of a plurality of users registered with the computing
device; and responsive to determining that the spoken utterance was not provided by one of the plurality of
users registered with the computing device, identify the user that provided the spoken utterance as a guest user
that is not registered with the computing device.

14. The computing system of clause 13, wherein, to determine whether the identified user is authorized to cause
performance of the identified automation action, the assistant is configured to:

determine that guest users are authorized to cause performance of the identified automation action.

15. The computing system of any one of clauses 11 to 14, wherein, to identify the automation action, the assistant
is configured to:
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determine, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation action candidate determine, for each respective
automation action candidate of the automation action candidates, a score that indicates a likelihood that the
respective automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance; and select an automation action
candidate of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of
corresponding to the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.

16. The computing system of clause 15, wherein the assistant is further configured to:

adjust the scores of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-which the iden-
tified user is authorized to cause performance relative to the scores of the automation action candidates that
correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user is not authorized to cause performance.

17. The computing system of any one of clauses 11 to 16, wherein the audio data is second audio data, and wherein
the assistant is further configured to:

receive the audio data based on a trigger phrase being recognized by the computing device from first audio
data generated by the one or more microphones, wherein each user of a plurality of users registered with the
computing device is associated with a respective trigger phrase, wherein a trigger phrase associated with a first
user of the plurality of users is different than a trigger phrase associated with a second user of the plurality of
users, and wherein identifying the user the provided the spoken utterance comprises:

identify the user that provided the spoken utterance based at least in part on the trigger phrase recognized
by the computing device.

18. A computer-readable storage medium comprising instructions that, when executed, cause at least one processor
of a computing system to:

receive audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing device, the audio data representing
a spoken utterance; obtain an identification of a user that provided the spoken utterance, the identification
determined based on the audio data• identify, based on the audio data, an automation action associated with
one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; determine
whether the identified user is authorized to cause performance of the identified
automation action; and in response to determining that the identified user is authorized to cause performance
of the identified automation action, cause the one or more automation devices to perform the identified automation
action.

19. The computer-readable storage medium of clause 18, wherein the instructions that cause the at least one
processor to identify the automation action comprise instructions that cause the at least one processor to:

determine, based on the audio data, a plurality of automation action candidates determine, for each respective
automation action candidate of the automation action candidates, a score that indicates a likelihood that the
respective automation action candidate corresponds to the spoken utterance; and select an automation action
candidate of the plurality of automation action candidates with the score indicating the highest likelihood of
corresponding to the spoken utterance as the identified automation action.

20. The computer-readable storage medium of clause 19, further comprising instructions that cause the at least one
processor to:

adjust the scores of the automation action candidates that correspond to automation actions of-which the iden-
tified user is authorized to cause performance relative to the scores of the automation action candidates that
correspond to automation actions of-which the identified user is not authorized to cause performance.

21 A computing system comprising:

a communications module at least one processor; and at least one memory comprising instructions that when
executed, cause the at least one processor to provide an assistant configured to:

receive, via the communications module, audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing
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device, the audio data representing a spoken utterance; obtain an identification of a user that provided the
spoken utterance, the identification determined based on the audio data identify, based on the audio data
and one or more preferences of the identified user, an automation action associated with one or more
automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance; and cause the one or
more automation devices to perform the identified automation action.

22. The computing system of clause 21, wherein:

to receive the audio data, the assistant is configured to receive first audio data generated by the one or more
microphones of the computing device, the first audio data representing a spoken utterance provided by a first
user; the assistant is further configured to receive second audio data generated by the one or more microphones
of the computing device, the second audio data representing a spoken utterance provided by a second user,
the second spoken utterance being the same as the first spoken utterance; to identify an automation action
based on the first audio data, the assistant is configured to identify a first automation action based on the first
audio data and one or more preferences of the first user; and to identify an automation action based on the
second audio data, the assistant is configured to identify a second automation action based on the second
audio data and one or more preferences of the second user, the second automation action being different than
the first automation action.

22. A computer-readable storage medium storing instructions that, when executed, cause one or more processors
of a computing system and/or a computing device to carry out the method of any one of clauses 1 to 10.

23 A system comprising means for carrying out the method of any one of clauses 1 to 10.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

receiving audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing device, the audio data representing
a spoken utterance;
determining whether the spoken utterance was provided by one of a plurality of users registered with the
computing device; and
responsive to determining that the spoken utterance was not provided by one of the plurality of users registered
with the computing device, identifying the user that provided the spoken utterance as a guest user that is not
registered with the computing device;
identifying, by one or more processors and based on the audio data, a particular automation action associated
with a particular automation devices, the particular automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance;
determining, by the one or more processors, whether the guest user is authorized to cause performance of the
particular automation action for the particular automation device;
refraining from initiating performance of the particular automation action if it is determined that the guest user
is not authorized to cause performance of the particular automation action for the particular automation device;
and
causing, by the one or more processors, the particular automation device to perform the particular automation
action if it is determined that the guest user is authorized to cause performance of the particular automation
action for the particular automation device.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining whether the spoken utterance was provided by any one of the one or
more users registered with the computing device comprises determining whether the audio data matches a voice
print of a given one of the one or more users registered with the computing device.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the audio data further comprises a representation of a trigger phrase that precedes
the spoken utterance.

4. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the particular automation device is a thermostat.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the additional automation action is a temperature adjustment action.
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6. The method of claim 5, wherein the automation action is a humidity adjustment action.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the automation action is a fan deactivation action.

8. A method implemented by one or more processors, the method comprising:

receiving audio data generated by one or more microphones of a computing device, the audio data representing
a spoken utterance;
identifying, based on the audio data, a user that provided the spoken utterance, the identified user being one
of: a first user or a second user;
identifying, based on the audio data and one or more preferences of the identified user, an automation action
associated with one or more automation devices, the automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance,
wherein when the identified user is the first user:

identifying, based on one or more preferences of the first user, a first automation action, the first automation
action corresponding to the spoken utterance,

wherein when the identified user is the second user:

identifying, based on one or more preferences of the second user, a second automation action, the second
automation action corresponding to the spoken utterance, and

wherein the second automation action differs from the first automation action, and
cause the one or more automation devices to perform the identified automation action, the identified automation
action being one of: the first automation action or the second automation action.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the first user and the second user are authorized to cause performance of both: the
first automation action and the second automation action

10. A computing system comprising:

a communications module;
at least one processor; and
at least one memory comprising instructions that when executed, cause the at least one processor to provide
an assistant configured to perform the method of any one of the preceding claims.

11. A computer-readable storage medium comprising instructions that, when executed, cause at least one processor
of a computing system to carry out the method of any one of claims 1 to 9.
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